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Attendees at ABANA Conference, Flagstaff, Arizona, August, 1986
L-R in front: Karl Saalbach, Ed Jackson, Dan Boone, Judy Boone, Nol Putnam, Mike Roberts.
L-R in back: Eleanor Saalbach, Brad Silberberg, Mary Ann Jackson, Tom Coker, Tom Copas,
Adrian Clary, Charmie Copas, Vanola Clary, Keith Bagley, Claudia McCue, Truman Fitzhugh,
Tina Chesina, Bill Gichner. Photo taken outside conference building at Northern Arizona
University.
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*BRAD SILBERBERG, PRESIDENT
(301)468-1362
*TINA CHISENA, VICE PRESIDENT
(301)933-0676
*ED JACKSON, SECRETARY
(301)549-2829
*TOM COKER, TREASURER
(301)942-8573
*DAN BOONE
(301)474-2967
(301)253-4539
CHARLIE ABEL
ADRIAN CLARY
(703)836-4982
(301)424-4068
TED COFFEY
(703)548-8752
KARL SAALBACH
*Executive Committee Member
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BUILDING:

Tom Copas

978-8866

CORPORATION:

Fay LeCompte

620-9515

LIBRARY:

Ray McClure

430-4735

MEMBERSHIP:

Tom Coker

942-8573

NEWSLETTER:

Judy Boone

474-2967

PROGRAM (Friday):

Dan Boone

474-2967

HOSPITALITY:

Ed Jackson

549-2829

DOOR PRIZE:

Tom Coker

942-8573

DEMONSTRATiONS:

Chris Worsley

960-9030

EDUCATION:

Tina Chisena

933-0676

BLACKSMITH DAYS:

Tom Copas

978-8886

HOTLINE:

Tom Copas

978-8886

SPECIAL EVENTS:

Tina Chisena

933-0676
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REPRINT POLICy
Material from this newsletter may be reprinted without
written permission provided credit is given.
-

Oct 17
Nov

Mark your
calendars.,.

7

Nov 21
Dec

5

Larry Woltz &Russell Supple
Gas Welding and Brazing
SWAP NIGHT
Meeting AT BRAD SILBERBERG’S
SHOP (see map below)
NO MEETING

Dec 12

Christmas Party AT GREENBELT
YOUTH CENTER (same place as
dinner for Blacksmithing Days

Dec 19

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION by
Jim Fleming of Vail, CO

If you have suggestions for demonstrations
or if you would like to volunteer to show
us something at the anvil, slides, talk
and pictures, or whatever, we would be
more than happy to hear from you. Call
Dan Boone at (301) 474-2967.
The November 21st meeting will be held at Brad Silberberg’s shop
2645 Garfield Avenue, Silver Spring, MD. Map and directions follow.
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Bradley Metal Design,

i-5ffr,4/c.

Take Beltway to Georgia Ave.
SOUTH
toward Silver Spring.
At 2nd light turn RIGHT onto
Go
Seminary
Road.
through
one light and bear LEFT onto
Road.
Brookevilje
Go
about
one mile and turn RIGHT onto
Ave.
Turn
Garfield
right
into 1st parking lot on right
to #2645.
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County,
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hands dirty. This will be a chance
for all of us to work and learn
on a regular basis.
I also ask
all members to help find alterria—
tives for our third Friday
meetings, such as having a meeting
or some
at some member’s shop,
other place of interest.
PLEASE
GET INVOLVED!
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August 9,

1988

Dear Judy,
I just received my newsletter which I always am looking
forward to, and as usual, it was great.
I was very pleased as a member to see we had voted to
become a chapter of ABANA. As you termed the vote as being
OVERWHELMING, was almost more than this old heart could take
As a board member of ABANA about all I get to hear are
complaints.But since our Guild over a long period of time ha
weighed the facts as to join or not to join proves that we o
the ABANA board have not wasted our efforts to teach and
promote blacksmithing whenever possible. I therefor would
like to thank everyone for the compliment of finding us
worthy of your trust. My only hope iS that we will continue
to be found faithful to our common cause.
Allow me to say, WELCOME ABOARD and if I personally can
ever be of help, just let me know.

Sincerely Yours,

Fred E. Caylor
ABANA Director

Brad Silberberg

From the Secretary’s notebook, California Blacksmiths’ Association

-

Do You Just Belong?
Are you an active member,
the kind that would be missed,
Or are you just contented,
that your name is on the list?

There’s quite a program scheduled,
that means success if done,
And it can be accomplished,
with the help of everyone.

Do you attend the meetings,
and mingle with the crowd,
Or do you stay at home
arid crab long and loud?

So attend the meetings regularly
and help with hand and heart,
Don’t be just a member,
but take an active part.

Do you ever go to visit,
a member that is sick,
Or leave the work for just a few
and talk about the clique?

Think this over member,
are you right or are you wrong?
Are you an active member?
or
do you just belong?
-

-
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From the CBA Newsletter, Sept. ‘86
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As you can see by the picture on the cover of this issue, the Blacksmiths’ Guild of the
Potomac was well represented at the ABANA Conference. There was so much going on, no one
person could possibly see it all. Therefore, we will try to get as many of the group as possible
to give us their impressions so everyone can share part of this great experience!
DID YOU HEAR THAT ALL YOU CONFERENCE ATTENDEES? Now is the time to start
writing PLEASE share with the rest of us, whether it is in pictures or words. You can even
call and give me some background, and I’ll finish the actual article for you, but please share
with the rest of us. WE NEED YOUR INPUT!! Thanks in advance.
-

-

The Conference Committee did a great job of keeping things going. They arranged a super
conference and then made sure things running smoothly. There were approximately 750 in
attendance, quite a few to keep track of.
The facilities at the Northern Arizona University were very compatible to our needs. The
logistics were great, the conference center had a nice cafeteria where we ate and some lectures
were held. Upstairs was a marvelous room looking out toward the San Francisco Peaks, where
the exhibit was held. Outside, under trees were the areas set up for the demonstrations all were
under tarps to protect us from the monsoon rains we had each afternoon (so much for Arizona
being dry!). The biggest adventure, however, was the dorm where we stayed. I’m not sure who
(or what) designed it, but someone should check to be sure no blacksmiths are still roaming
around lost. It had lots of corridors, and finding your room each time was definitely an
interesting expedition. The travelling really did add to the fun!
The demonstrations were all excellent from everything I heard. There seemed to be
someone demonstrating constantly from daylight well into the night. (Hope our “roving
reporters” will share these with us.) There were also movies, slide shows and lectures going on
all day and evening long. I attended a three-day seminar on pricing and marketing your
ironwork, there was also another seminar on dealing with architects that others said was
excellent, We’ll have more information on these later, also.
Jim Batson of Birmingham, Alabama was elected President of ABANA for the next two
years. It’s a big job, but Jim should do a great job with it. We wish him, and the other new
officers well during their terms.
Now is the time to start saving your pennies for the next ABANA Conference to be held in
two years. It is tentatively scheduled to be held at the Sloss Furnaces in Birmingham, Alabama.
A committee of the southeastern chapters is being formed to work on this conference, one of
the committee members will be from the Blacksmith’s Guild of the Potomac, so many of you
may be called on to help. This is an enormous job, but can be fun, so hope many of you will
volunteer.
Another highlight of the conference for me was the first meeting ever held with the
chapter newsletter editors. The meeting was suggested by Jim Ryan of the Upper Mid-West
Blacksmiths’ Association. It turned out to be much larger, and lasted much longer than he had
even thought of. The enthusiasm shared by this group is fantastic! Hopefully we will be able to
keep our members informed and enthused as well. Also present at this meeting was Robert
Owings, new editor of the Anvil’s Ring. He shared some of the problems the magazine is having,
particularly getting new material, as so much is now published by the newsletters. The main
request he had was for each of us to encourage our members to submit pictures and/or articles
to the Anvil’s Rin. They really need input from as many people as they can possibly get. He
said not to worry if you do not think you write well enough, they will be glad to help you polish
up any article you send them just please send it!
-
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This is my last President’s Message, as after 27 months

Cont’d

One could say I was nervous but that would be an
understatement, terrified was more like it As smiths go,
I may be competent, but to be President of ABANA, who was
kidding who? After the terror and fear passed, CABANA only

organization in the world.

g

I would like to share my thoughts of 27 months as ABANA
President, as it has been the greatest privilege extended to
me in my life. Lets go back to the beginning when this
“Georgia Cracker” was elected to run the largest blacksmithin

Jim is also President of the Alabama Forge Council, and is
an excellent choice as President of ABANA. Jim’s occupation
is with the rocket program, so we look to see ABANA reach
higher and higher in the preervation and promotion of
blacksmithing.

the reign has been passed to Jim Batson of Huntsville, Alabama.

Ring.

anticipation for the photos and editorials in the Anvil’s

The Winter issue of the Anvil’s Ring will be dedicated
to Conference coverage, so I will hush for now and let those
that attended, and those that could not attend, wait in great

in every way, with over 725 attending.
Congratulations to Bill Callaway and the many troups
that were responsible for the Conference.
They did yoenans
duty, day and night, to see that we had a good time.
Demonstrations were excellent and many, causing one to have
mixed thoughts of where to be for the most information. That
really made no difference, as no matter where you were,
blackamithing was presented very well.

Well, I do believe that I will survive the jet lag
resulting from my trip to Flagstaff, Arizona.
I must
report that the 1986 ABANA Conference was a huge success

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

August 20, 1986

Artist-Blacksmiths Association of North America

Cont’d

The coal (enthusiasm) was piled high,
and into the fire
went our hopes and dreams.
Much fussing here and there as
to When it Was ready to pull from the
fire and get our weld.
We thought it was ready a year ago,
so we pulled it out and
went to the anvil (dedication) and applied
the hammers (our
will to improve ourselves), we got a
weld, but the feathers
were not down, and the weld was weak.
We ask ourselves what
to do, as this was not working as planne
d. When we looked
up there were 10 new Chapters comming
to help. They joined
the other 18 Chapters in furnishing
more hammers (the-will to
improve ourselves), and also brought
generous quanties of
flux in the form of friendhip.

Page 2
August 20, 1986
allowed 30 minutes for that before
work began) I realized
that I had been granted the opport
unity to do something for
ABANA in repayment for all it had
done for me.
I was
fortunate to have a great Board of
Directors, and together
we set out to do our best for ABANA.
Lets compare this period to a very
difficult forge weld.
We had the material (members), we had
the forge CABANA)
we had the coal (enthusiasm), we had
the anvil (dedication),
we had the hammer (a will to improve
ourselves), all we lacked
was the program to put all this togethe
r.
Ruth Cook had been hired as Execut
ive Secretary and
inherited a glorious mess of record
s. She applied her magic
to this mess, and glory be, she
helped apply order to the
prepration of this very difficult forge
weld.
It was evident early on that many
people would be
required to accomplish the task at
hand. This was no problem,
as the ABANA Board came forward and
cleaned the clinkers from
the fire.
Several other members came forward to
handle the
blower. We were moving forward to
forge welding the idea
in everyones mind that blacksmithin
g was here to stay.
We checked our material (members),
not quite enough for
the massive project at hand.
Several people Went out and
got more member, and provided enough
material to keep ABANA
moving forward.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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October 1st
Nominations are now being accepted to fill
seven vacancies
in the 1987 ASANA Board of Directors
election. Candidates must be
members of ABANA in good standing end
be nominated by letter or petition
by at least ten (10) members of ABANA
in good standing. Candidates
should write a short statement about why
they wish to serve on the board
and include a small portrait—type photo which
will be published with their
statement. All nominations must be sent
to the Nomination Committee
Chairman, Jim Fleming, by Saturday midnig
ht, November 29, 1986. All
election materials including schedules, petitio
ns, and statement forms can
be obtained from any ABANA chapter preside
nt or from the Chairman at
P08 1211,Vail,C08l658.
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I am proud to have had the opportunity to
be part of
this great movement. To all of you I expres
s my deep
appreciation for your help, this was not and
never will be
a one man job, the credit for success goes to you.
Thanks to all of you
I will never forget.

We went back to the forge, cleaned out the
clinkers,
applied heat to our ideas, soon the sparks
were evident,
and to the anvil we go.
Sparks fly everywhere as all
involved apply a spirit of dedication not matche
d anywhere.
The slag is removed and the feathers go down
under the
constant hammering of people that care.
We watch as the
iron ideas of ABANA were joined as one.
It is a beautiful
sight, seen by so few. We all stand back and
admire our
work, but all know this is only one small,
accomplishment
in time.
Continueing to keep blacksmithing in front
of
the public is a constant and long term proje
ct, so this
must be done again and again. We know the
resources are
avaliable, all that is required is their
determination ‘that
blacksmithing will live forever.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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The Delaware Agricultural

Qt20L

Museum

Conference on September 6 and 7.

in Dover, DE held their annual Wrought Iron

Approximately 40 people attended this very enjoyable

weekend. The museum is very easy to get to, and is a very nice complex. The blacksmith’s shop
is in very good shape.
Three of the demonstrators were from our Guild, Nol Putnam, Dan
Boone, and Brad Sllberberg.

The other three were from the Mid-Atlantic Smiths group.

All

were well received, as were the hands-on workshops and the panel discussion which was held on
Saturday evening.
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THE ANGEL
Following is the first item from
one
of
our
“Roving
Reporters”
the
ABANA
Conference.
at
Thanks
to Tom Copas
for
sharing
this
with
us.
Hopefully
there
will
be more to come from others.
-0“It
was
made
by
little
Angels”
could have the ring of
truth if it was made of copper
and obtained at the 1986 ABANA
Conference in Flagstaff, Arizona.
The three Angel brothers (Abuor,
Banur
and
from
Carlos)
Mexico
were a success
as master copper
smiths
ambassadors
and
as
of
good will between the U.S.
and
Mexico.
-

QQQQQQQQQQQ
Samples showing various
stages their process

The
copper
pots
crafted
by the Angel brothers were
liter
ally grabbed up by appreciative
ABANA
members,
like
shoppers
at a K-Mart sale. The miniature
kitchen
utensils
for
sale
and
also handed out one
time
free
in the dinner line were
literally
made by
“little Angels”
the
children
of
the
three
Angel
brothers.
The
children
start
to
work
with
copper
at
ahouL
three to four years of age, making
miniature
cups,
saucers,
bowls.
ladles, etc.
--

Angel Brothers’ pot
on exhibit
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Birmingham Blacksmithing Festival
October 26 November 1, 1986 • Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark
-

The Birmingham Blacksmithing Festival is hosted each year by Slow
Furnaces National Historic Landmark, for ninety years a producer of pig
iron and now a museum of industrial history. The festival is designed to
serve several purposes. The annual workshop provides an intensive
course on traditional and industrial metalworking techniques and so helps

preserve the ancient art of blacksmithing. The exhibition, on the other
hand, is a stage for promoting the work of contemporary artist-black
smiths. Finally, the festival continues the ironworking tradition at Slow,
although in a different form, and preserves Birmingham’s historic connec
tion to the iron and steel industry.

The 1986 workshop will be directed by Manfred Bredohi of Aachen,
West Germany. Bredohl was a student of the great German ironmaster,
Fritz Ulrich. His work has been exhibited in museums and galleries all
over the world, including London’s Victoria and Albert, the American
Crafts Museum In New York, and the National Ornamental Metal Mu
seum in Memphis. Assisting at the workshop will be Glenn Gilmore, who
last year completed a course of study under Bredohl at the International
Teaching Center for Metal Design in Aachen. He is currently resident
smith at John C. Campbell Folk School in Brasstown, North Carolina.
This year’s workshop has been expanded to a full week
October 26 to
November 1
and is open to beginning through advanced level black.
smiths. The workshop project is the construction of a gate for the main
entrance at Slow Furnaces National Historic Landmark.

Fees and Expenses
The workshop registration fee is $125 ($145 after October 1>. This fee
covers the Sunday evening get-acquainted supper, noon meals through
the week, and Saturday breakfast. Participants who cancel their
registration by October 1 will receive an 80% refund of their registra
tion fee.

—

—

Registration
The number of participants in the workshop will be limited to twenty.
Because of this small number, we urge you to register as soon as
possible. In general, applications will be accepted in the order they are
received, but with an eye toward ensuring the full range of skills
necessary for work on the project.

The Birmingham Blacksmithing Festival Exhibition is a juried show open
to all artist-blacksmiths whether they attend the festival or not. Up to forty
pieces will be selected for exhibition. Work may be utilitarian or decora
tive, traditional ironwork or abstract sculpture. The only category of work
excluded from the exhibition is edged implements
knives, swords,
axes, blades, etc. Other than this restriction, the only requirement is that
the work be wrought metal of original design. Judges will consider each
piece on the basis of both design and craftsmanship.
—

Awards
The exhibition will present three cash awards: $1000, $500, $250.
Application and Fees
Application fee is $10. This fee entitles you to submit up to three slide
entries, one for each piece you wish to exhibit. All applications must be
postmarked no later than September 15. Acceptances will be mailed
by September 26. The receipt of application is a commitment to
participate if one or more of your works is selected for exhibition.
All applications must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
Slides
Artist should supply one color 35-mm slide (2”x2”) for each piece he
wishes to enter. Odd size glass and metal slides cannot be considered.
On the correct viewing side of the slide, print the artist’s name, title of
work, and indicate the top of the work pictured.
All slides will be returned. However, the slides belonging to those
selected for exhibition will be duplicated for publicity and insurance
purposes. Duplicates will be kept and the originals returned.
Shipping
All work selected for exhibition must be received by Sloss no later than
October 20. Work may be hand-delivered or shipped. Mail-ins are to be

Lodging
Sloss is located on the eastern edge of downtown Birmingham and 2
miles from the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Rooms are available through the Birmingham Blacksmithing Festival at
the University Inn:
single room (6 nights)
$173
double occupancy (6 nIghts)
$102/person
If you plan on double occupancy and know who you wish to room with,
please note this on your registration form. Otherwise we will assign
you a roommate.
Tools
Bring your favorite hand toolsl

shipped and returned at the artist’s expense in reusable shipping con
tainers. Sizes must conform to U.S. carrier limitations. Works shipped
must be clearly identified with the artist’s name, title of the work, and the
sale price/fair market value.
Sales
Unless marked NFS (not for sale) work will be assumed for sale. A 10%
commission is retained by Slow if apiece is sold.
Artists should supply a business card to keep in the gallery for commis
sion possibilities.
Liability
The City of Birmingham accepts liability for pieces selected for exhibition
at their fair market value. Insurance during transit is the responsibility of
the smith.
Catalogue
Slow shall have the right to photograph works selected for exhibition and
to use these photographs for catalogue, educational, and/or publicity
purposes.
Important Dates
Applications, fees, and slides due
Notification to artists
Works due at SInes
Exhibition opens
Exhibition closes

Return shipment by

September 15
September 26
October20

October25
January15

January31

-feature over 300 works created
nce
lyB(
in
clay,

iber,
glaze, wood,

ano
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Mississippi

Texas
Don S Debbie Morelock
R.#l, Box 260
Brownwood, Tx. 76801

Utah
Paul tie Francisco
1 636 S. Pioneer Rd.
Salt Lake City, Utah

Pennsyl vania
Will Stone
Penns Creek Rd.
R.F.D. #1

Louisiana
Tommy DeFatta
264 Pennslyvania St.
Shreveport, LA. 71105

142 E. Greenway Ct.
Ridgeland, Missitsippi

Robert M. Heath

-

Washington
Clayton Carr
Rt. 2, Box 2911
Kennenick, Washington

Kentucky
M.L. Nelson
330 Tippenhaur Rd.
Cold Spring, KY.
41076

39157

99337

Mathew Eide.l Blacksmith Shop
c/o Matt McCright
P.O. Box 304
Marshalltown, Iowa, 50158

Northern Ohio Blacksmiths
Don Witzler
28943 White Rd.
Perrysburg, OH 43551

BLACKSMITHING GROUPS SPRING UP:
Requests for information on ABANA continue to
come into the ABANA office -from individuals trying to form local groups. They
are interested in what your Chapter is doing. Keep them informed of workshops
or activities that you are planning.
The following groups are meeting and
interested in he fellowship of blacksmithing!

* ***** ** * *

TEXAS BLACKSMITHING JAMBOREE: Nov. 15. A noisy, merry—making event of
demonstrations,pri:es,and selection of the Texas Forge Review’ newsletter
logo. Contact: Oon and Debbie Morel ock, Rt. 1, Box 260, Brownwood, TX. 76801.
#915—646—4128.

IRONCLAD ARCHIfECTURE: A conference and exhibition -featuring hand—forged
architectural ironwork. Nov. 12,13,14. Pieces submitted may include drawings,
iron samples, or architectural artworks.For -further information contact: Robert
Walsh, Rt. 2, Box 101, Arkansaw, WI.
54721. Will run in conjunction with
Yellin Exhibit.

AMERICAN BLADESMITH: Brook-field Craft Center. An exhibition curated by author,
teacher, metalsmith, Tim McCreight. The show will feature the work of this
countries best bladesmiths and knifemakers. The show will bs open Aug. 31st to
Nov. 2. No Charge. For more information contact: Brook-field Craft Center, P.O.
Box 122, Brookfield, Ct. 06804. #203—775—4526,

11TH ANNUAL HERKIMER COUNTY ARTS S CRAFTS FAIR. Nov. 8 5 9. Herkimer County
Com
munity College Campus.

NOVEMBER

CONTEMPORARY METALS USA. II: Juried exhibit. Slidm deadline, Oct. 29. All 50
states. U.S. Artists fee $10.00 per entry, no limit on entries. Juror, Arline
N. Fisch;metals, holloware, jewelry, sculpture, blacksmithing, etc. Commission
on sales. For PROS send SAGE to Downey Museum of Art, 10419 Rives Ave., Downey,
CA. 90241.
#213—861—0419.

metal . A 300 page catalog wil 1 document the snow. For -further in-format ion about
the show, Contact: Susan Harkavy, American Craft Museum, 45 W. 45th St. New
York, N.Y. 10036.

will

-

Museum, 866 N. du

-

-

JOHN CAMPBELL FOLK SCHODL: 1986 Blacksmithing Classes and Instruction. For
further in-formation contact the school. John Campbell, Brasstown, N.E. 28902.
#707—837—2775. Tool making: Jim Batson, Oct.lO—12. Advanced Francis Whitaker,
Nov. 2—15.

ASHOKAN HAMMER IN: Oct. 3,4,5. Alfred Haberman of Czechoslovakia and Munich,
West Germany, will be the guest demonstrator. For further in-formation Write:
Kent Reeves,Ashokan Field Campus, R.D. *3, Box 216, Kingston, N.Y. 12401. #914—
657—8333.

BIRMINGHAM BLACKSMITHING FESTIVAL: Oct.26—Nov. 1 . Man-fred Bredohl of Aachen,
West Germany will be demonstrating. The project is to design and construct a
gate for the main entrance of Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark. A
juried exhibition will open Oct. 26—Jan. 31. Cash Awards. For information con
tact: Paige McWilliams, Sloss Furnaces National Historic Landmark, P.O. Box
1781, Birmingham, AL. 35202

FLORIDA CHAPTER WORKSHOP: Oct. 10,11 ,12 at Alex Klahm’s shop in Ocala, Fl. For
more information contact: Willard Smith, Rt.l , Box 22A, Blountsville, FL
32424. #904—674—8055.

OCTOBER

THE ANVIL RINGS AGAIN: The Rebirth of Blacksmithiny in New England. Sept. B—
Oct. 24. Gallery Reception: Friday, Oct. 3. 5—7 p.m..The League Gallery,205
North Main Street. Concord, N.H. 03301. A juried exhibit displays the
versatility of the craft -from forged iron furniture to abstract sculpture.

CAST IRON: ART AND INDUSTRY: Sponsored by Lawler Machine and Foundry,
Birmingham, AL. National Ornamental Metal Museum. 374 West California
Ave.,Memphis, TN. 38106 #901—774—6380. The exhibition traces the developments
in technology and aesthetics of the cast iron industry. Exhibition continues
thro Nov. 9. Pouring demonstrations: Sept. 14 and Oct. 12.

SAMUEL YELLIN METALWORKER:
June 14—December 28:
Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul ,
MN.
July 27—September 7,1987: Leigh Yawkey Woodsen Art Museum, Wausau, WI.

QUAD STATE ROUND UP:
September 27 5 28: Tipp City, Ohio. Demonstrators will be
Beau Hickory, Dick franklin, Terry Carson and Darryl Nelson, Al Pendray and Ron
Thompson. Contact Ken Scharabok, 4*513—252—3001

SIXTH ANNUAL WROUGHT IRON CONFERENCE: Delaware Agricultural
Pont Hwy., Dover, DE. 19901. Sept. 6—7.

SEPTEMBER:

THE FOLLOWING LIST IS NOT COMPLETE, IS INFORMATIONAL ONLY,
AND IN NO HAY CONSTITUTES AN ENDORSEMENT OF THE BOOKS, PRO
DUCTS, AND SERVICES LISTED, BY ABANA, ITS DIRECTORS, OFFICERS
OR MEMBERS.

A.B.A.N.A. CALANtIAR UP—DATE
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Aachcn Report
How can I begin? They gave us
Monday. I suppose because they real
ized that most of us had spent
Saturday and Sunday flying, driving.
busing. boating or walking across
upwards of 12 time zones, and inside
most of our bright, eager heads lurked
a zombi. Registration lasted through
the morning, set in the midst of an
incredible collection of works by the
master smiths that would be demon
strating. Achim Kuhn exploring bal
ance or reflective image: Komine
Takavoshi. visions of the strength of
the familiar simply stated: Paul Zim
merman’s astounding complimentary
forms balancing Albert Paleys spon
taneous constructions of nonmeticulous perfection. Then, just to
round things out, Koffi’s African Voo
doo bells nestled among Polish, Swiss
and American art. All of the forms
were familiar to those who know what
the material will do and yet all of them
were a unique reflection of the vision
and experience of the artist.
Standing in the registration line, I
had only to mention the name John
Hoffman and immediately engraved
invitations were thrust at me followed
by a convenient satchel stuffed full of
logo-ridden programs, literature and
information designed to help me keep
on top of a shotgun schedule of events.
Then I only had to stand back and
watch to see folks like Otto Schmirler
or Achim Kuhn wander in and out as
taken by the events and groupings as I
was.
The Handwerkskammer office and
exhibit were just off the center of a city
designed around three somewhat con
centric circles. The outer ring, now a
tree—lined parkway, was once a wall of
stone and the inner rings and connect
ing streets were laid out to befuddle
and confuse anyone who breached the
outer stone wall. Our first task was to
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his spacious shop and in the place of
hard -coal fires. briquettes simmered
racks of fish, chicken, mushrooms and
pork and baskets of bread lay where
steel scrap piles would have stood in a
mere shop.
In one corner were piled the several
hundred balusters brought from
around the world. It was an impressive
collection of styles that was fascinating
to browse through. No two were alike.
Most had been labored over tong and
hard. Clasping hands joining two bars.
graceful spirals, hammer smashes.
punches. slots, twists, carvings, scrolls.
even a Damascus sword all I meter
long to fit between the rails of the
Friendship Bridge. Will Perry’s and
Bill Dawe’s ram heads held their
ground well with the ironwork of IS
other nations.
The party raged late into the new
day with bands, cabarets and even a
belly dancer keeping the mood merry.
Smiths from the world over stood on
the common ground of a beer line with
a bottomless tap.
9:00 am Tuesday morning the real
show started. The location was a

orient ourselves within this maze: a job
made pleasant h narrow, cobbled
streets, splendid fountains and cathed
rals and numerous, strategically placed
beer cellars. It was however, also a
harrowing experience because of con
fusing street corners that threw traffic
at us from unpredicted quarters with a
relish that only Europeans, South
Americans and Asians understand.
That morning, 600 conference goers
dissipated into a 3 kilometer square
area, coagulating back at the Eurogress
Conference Center at 3 o’clock for a
series of stimulating speaches by the
academic and political cadre of
Aachen. In fact, I was stimulated to
skip Out and closely observe the
exhibits of German smiths and tool
makers which were located in the hall
at the Eurogress.
The afternoon sun languished and
tarried over fountainous tulip fields
and bone white, sot starved ray wor
shippers stretched over green lawns.
Now it was time to find Manfred
Bredohi’s Vulkanschmiede Forge for
the Beer Brawl Barbecue. Manfred’s
people had scraped out every corner of

I
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technical school in northeastern
Aachen where 5 forges and 4 hammers
had been set up in front of some
bleechers. Around the school entrance
and in the main hail were more
exhibits of metalwork, this time from
the congress participants and demon
strators alike. Plus, display space had
hecn provided for some 100 portfolios
and pictoral exhibits. In a room off to
the side was a theater where slides and
movies were shown t hroughoui the
morning by the likes of Serge M archal.
Pale and K uhn.
I was drawn to the demonstrations
where I immediately ran into a solid
wall of people. Edmund Janiak of
Warsaw. Poland was working out a
hinge plate with Josef Simons from
West Germany striking for him. Sim
ons was just learning Janiaks signals
and the cadence they struck, improving
every minute, worked a deep organic
texture into the hinge. Next to them,
Peter Parkinson of Hampshire, Eng
land. was slitting a piece of sheet metal
and shaping rod into a whimsical
sculpture. He worked off of a model of
wire and tin, faithfully reproducing it
to full scale by eve.
Alfred Haberman Jr. and his wife,
previously from CSSR but now mak
ing their home in Vest Germany. had
the next forge down. They had
obviously been working together for a
long time because a candlestick was
being flung into shape in a ballet
between the two. As a striker. Alfred’s
wife was superb: she anticipated every
thing that he was trying to do and was
always in the right spot at the right
time. Together they worked their way
around the anvil ringing a strong, true
beat. fullering. spreading and tapering
the metal into a 2’ long stand contain
ing three 3” disks lightly resting on 3
points.
Achim Kuhn of East Germany must
have been aware of the beautiful
ringing next to him because his signals
to Matthias Peters, the striker, became
more ordered until a march cadence
was struck. Achim worked his metal
with clear purposeful blows and it
didn’t take long for him to produce a
candlestick reminiscent of his father’s
work.
Paul Zimmerman of West Germany,
famous for his plump, flowery spirals,
was working off of a full scale drawing
to produce a sculpture of heavy circles
drooping into a straight, forged grill.
The design called for the spreading of

heavy stock which was fire welded
onto a bar which had been split
lengthwise and welded to stock the size
of the split out section. His welds
proceeded quickly in single heats until
he had two forked spears with fat disks
on the ends of the forks. Once shaped
and set into a previously made frame,
he had a grill resembling fruit laden
branches that could hold its own as art
or become part of a repeating pattern
in a fence.
At the end of the row of demonstra
tors a special forge had been built for
Koffi Donouvi, a smith from Togo.
Africa. Koffi sat beneath a wood and
canvas umbrella on a large pile of
sand. His fire pit was a scooped out
depression in the sand and his blower
consisted of two leather diaphrams
with wooden handles that were
pumped by an agile volunteer. Koffi. a
lithe but muscular man of average
height. was heating 7” long pieces of
pipe with a steel mallet over a stake
anvil driven into the sand. The mallet.
shaped like a long-necked gourd. had
five radiating faces. Koffi used the
ridges and flats to spread and flatten
the I I 2” diameter pipe into pie
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shaped wedges 5” wide on the bottom
and one fourth the thickness of the
original material. Rhythmically and in
coordination with his breathing. he
worked the gently heated metal long
past a red glow until it produced a
tinny sound that indicated it was work
hardened. The flattened shapes were
then spread open into bells using
carved tree limbs of various si/es that
were driven between the 1lits. The hells
were then welded at their narro ends
into piirs that produced several tones
when struck.
Each morning a different group of
five demonstrators kept the exhibition
grounds jumping with gawk ing specta
tors, photographers and TV camera
crews. Slide shows, metalwork exhibits
and afternoon lectures and tours of
four different institutions kept everyone
busy until 9:00 at night. It was a fine
show and one worthy of being called a
World Congress. Meticulously planned
and impeccably executed, it set a
challenging precedent for the second
World Congress to follow.
Jo/in 110 ffnuni
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Many smiths ares converting their forges to this design. Once you
have seen it in operation, its merits are obvious. Here are some
accurate plns to follow. The dimensions shown are inside measurements
therefore, tTh thickness of plate is optional.
Submitted by Bob Elliott
From
the
Appalachian
Blacksmiths
Association Newsletter, Sept. 1986
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The second annual POWER HANKER WORKSHOP given in
conjunction with the APPALACHIAN SCHOOL of CRAFTS will bp
held at the school faci1itie in Smithville, TN. on Oct.3lNov.lst. and Nov. aecond.
Once again I have the privilege of conducting a
complete, hands on, total rebuild power,hammer workshop,
Last November we totally reconditioned a very sick 50*
Mayer. Not only was it a 8ucc685, but we had a. lot of fun
doing it.
BASKET CASE
25* Little
This year I’ll be providing a
Giant or Mayer Bros..[ Very little difference ]
Most of the work will be completed by the participants
under my direction, and will include, pouring babbit, making
new pins,filling old pin holes and reboring for new,make new
toggle arms if necessary and correct any other problems we
might find. Hopefully,I’ll convince Steve Mitchel to come
with me to take charge of any milling that may be needed.
I receive more questions on this subject than any other,
so if you own a power hammer or ever hope to, this will be an
invaluable experience as well as a lot of fun.
For details pertaining to Fee, Lodging,Etc. contact:
Aif Ward
Appalachian Sohpol Of Crafts
Route 3, Box 347—Al
37186
Smithville, TN.
Phone 615-597—6801

Questions pertaining to workshop content,write:
Fred E. Caylor
3802 S. 800 E.
Zionsville IN.

48077

Phone 317—769—8537 Days
317-769—6351 Eve’s.
Enrollment iS limited, Please help us plan for this one.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
This year the Annual Christmas Party will be held on Friday,
December 12, 1986. It will be held at the Greenbelt Youth Center, 99 Centerway Road,
Greenbelt, MD. (Same place we had dinner during Blacksmithing Days in 3une.) For those
of you who weren’t able to be a Blacksmithing Days, a map is below. We’ll start gathering
around 6:00. Bring a dish, and come join us for a great time!
-

if
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SHOPPERS’ CORNER
Following are seiveral items that may provide just the right gift for those on your holiday
shopping list:
T-SHIRTS Light blue, 100%, “Beef y-T” shirts, imprinted with “Blacksmithing Days” on front;
picture of blacksmith at work, drawn by Chris Worsley, on the back. Most sizes are still
available, $8.00 each, + $1.50 postage. Available at Guild meetings, or order from Tom Copas,
8937 Burke Lake Road, Springfield, VA 22015, (703)978-8886.
-

SWEATSHIRTS Gray, front imprinted with Chris Worsley’s drawing of the blacksmith at work.
Most sizes are available, $16.50 each, + $1.50 postage. Order from Judy Boone, 137 Hedgewood
Drive, Greenbelt, MD 20770, (301)474-2967.
-

“The Blacksmith’s Helper: A Guide to Food Smithing” compiled by Dorothy
COOKBOOK
Steigler is now available. Recipes are included from all over the country and each has been
geared toward blacksmithing. Share these great recipes with your friends during the holidays.
It’s a great
Cost is $4.50 postpaid, order from ABANA, P0 Box 303, Cedarburg, WI 53012.
book!
-

This is the name of a new book written by
Recipes in Iron”
“The Blacksmith’s Cookbook
Francis Whitaker, illustrated by Bob Hale and edited by Jim Fleming. This book is full of useful
information whether you are a beginning smith, or one who has been at it for a long time (we’re
never too old to learn). The proceeds from this book go into a trust fund to be used for
blacksmithing scholarships. Cost is $30.00, order from Jim Fleming Publications, Box 1211,
Vail, CO 81658.
-

-

GIFT. MEMBERSHIPS Now is the time to join ABANA, membership rates will be going up as of
January 1, 1987. If you, or someone you know are thinking of becoming individual members,
now may be the time. Here are the old and new rates:
-

Regular
Family
Senior Citizen
Student (1986
Foreign

-

1 yr only)

Send ABANA memberships to:

Membership Fees
Thru 12/31/86

Membership Fees
After 1/1/87

$25.00
$30.00
$20.00
$15.00
$32.00

$35.00
$40.00
$25.00
$25.00
$45.00

ABANA, P0 Box 303, Cedarburg, WI 53012

The 1987 ABANA Calendar, dedicated to the North American Blacksmith,
CALENDARS
listing events all across the country during the year, will be available sometime in November.
They will be available at Guild meetings, or from Tom Coker, 12611 Bluhill Road, Wheaton, MD
20906, cost has not yet been set.
-

number
GOOD NEWS for those of you who have gotten frustrated by calling the HOTLINE
Gulf
the
to
relocated
been
has
HOTLINE
and not getting an answer. Effective immediately, the
is:
number
Branch Nature Center, and is again operational. The new
(703) 527-0409
Special thanks to Tom Copas for arranging this.
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DATE

ADDRESS,

TELEPHONE
STREET
CITY

MEMBERSHIP
APPLiCATION

tO.4E
ZIP CODE

STATE

8US(NESS

aLAcks)AITHING EXPERIENCE

AREAS oc INTEREST
INTERESTED IN PROCURING

o COAL
o OTHER

0 COkE

MESERSNIP FEE 11
ANNUAL DUES

Q ANVIL

0 FORGE 0 POST VISE

0 HAND TOOLS

0 BLWER

RETURN APPUCATION WITH S25 TO:
TZ SL1..CXSKITS GUILD OF THE POrOMAC, INC.
c/c GULF UANC NATURE CEER
30C NORTH MILITARY ROAD
AR1.INC?oN, VIRGINIA 22207

110

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Membership in ABANA includes a subscription
to the AnvWs Ring
Name

71n

PRACTICiNG SMITH

th

ARTIST

c

FuiItirp Student
Iar Member
Family Membership
Senior Citizen
Overseas Member
Contributory
Library Subscription

TEACHER

o

STUDENT Q AMATEUR

$15.00
$25.00
$30.00
$20.00
$32.00
$50.00
$25.00

o

pI( year
per year
per year

per year
per year
per year

per year

mail to: ARTIST-BI..ACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION OF N. AMERICA

P.O. Box 303
Cedarburg, Wiscon3iri 53012
CHECK MUST ACCOMPANY APPLICATION
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ALJL!

Friday, December 12th is the night for the Blacksmiths’ Guild
So, gather
of the Potomac Annual Meeting and Holiday Party.
out for
on
come
and
kids,
the
and
up the wife (or husband!)
a great time!
Meeting Place:

Greenbelt Youth Center

Time:

6:00

—

10:00 pm

It’s a great time of year to
plenty of good food and friendship.
Don’t forget
be fine!).

to

bring a dish

gather

(your

together

and

enjoy,

favorite casserole will

We’re looking forward to seeing VDU there!

Give us a call and let us know how many you are bringing
Judy Boone at 474-2967 or Tom Copas at 978-8886

—
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*BRAD SILBERBERG. PRESIDENT
(301)468-1362
*TINA CHISENA. VICE PRESIDENT
(301)933-0676
*ED JCKS0N. SECRETARY
(301)549-2829
*TOM COKER. TREASURER
(301)942-8573
*D BOONE
(301)474-2967
CHARLIE ABEL
(301)253-4539
(703)836-4982
ADRIAN CLARY
(301)424-4068
TED COFFEY
(703)548-8752
KARL SAALBACH
Executive Committee Member
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CHP. I RT”3EDN

BUILDING:

Tom Copas

978-8866

CORPORATION:

Fay LeCompte

620-9515

LIBRARY:

Ray McClure

430-4735

MEMBERSHIP:

Tom Cl.,ker

942-8573

NEWSLETTER:

Judy Boone

474-2967

PROGRAf’ (Friday):

Dan Boone

474-2967

HOSPITALITY:

Ed Jackson

549-2829

DOOR PRIZE:

Tom Coker

942-8573

DE11ONSTRAT1ONS:

Chris Worsley

960-9030

EDUCATION:

Tina Chisena

933-0676

BLACKSMITH DAYS:

Tom Copas

978-8886

HOTLINE:

Tom Copas

978-8886

SPECIAL EVENTS:

Tina Chisena

933-0676

-o0o-

REPRINT POLICY
Material from this newsletter may be reprinted without
written permission provided credit is given.
-

Mark your
calendars...

Dec 12

Christmas Party AT GREENBELT
YOUTH CENTER (same place as
dinner for lacksmithing Days

Dec 19

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION by
Jim Fleming of Vail, CO

demonstrations
If you have suggestions for
to show
volunteer
or if you would like to
talk
slides,
us something at the anvil,
be
would
we
and pictures, or whatever,
Call
you.
more than happy to hear from
Dan Boone at (301) 474-2967.

Come to the Christmas Party

-

-

-

-

Bring a dish of your favorite fod
Bring some pictures or pieces of your work to share!
Enjoy the food,

friendship, entertainment!!!!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

-

As 1986 comes to a close, I am looking back over the events of the past year.
Much has
changed for the Blacksmitjis’ Guild of the Potomac.
Many new faces have joined up and many old
friends have moved away.
We have become an ABANA Chapter and gotten more involved in national
blacksmithing events.
We held one of the most successful Blacksmith Days events and established a
new friendship with the City of Greenbelt. The newsletter has improved greatly in both quality and
quantity, and the telephone hotline has been re-established. Hopefully, we have steered the Guild
onto the road to becoming the craft association it has the potential to be. Much work still needs
to be done, however, and we’ll all have to work together to complete it.
Hope to see all of you at the Christmas Party!
Brad Silberberg

NOMINATIONS FOR NEW BOARD MEMBERS

-

Three candidates have been selected by the Nominating Consuittee to fill vacancies on the
We are
Ed Jackson, Jan Kochansky, and Brad Silberberg.
These candidates are:
current Board.
vacancies.
fortunate to have these three outstanding members of our Guild as candidates for these
The Guild Articles of Incorporation require a three person Nominating Conittee consisting
of one sitting Board member and two from the membership at large. This conmiittee is to report one
candidate for each vacancy at a Guild meeting during the month of November. Guild members are also
permitted to nominate other candidates from the floor.
The Nominating Conmiittee’s report was given at the meeting on November 21st. At that time
nominations were requested from the floor, however, none were made. A ballot is enclosed with this
newsletter, please mark it and return it to: Tom Copas, 8937 Burke Lake Road, Springfield, VA.
Ballots must be returned by December 15, 1986.
Adrian Clary
Tom Copas

John Whitcomb

•

•
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THOUGHTS FROM WHITE OAK FORGE

...-.

— • — • — •

-

On demonstrations: As a demonstrator I am in a special position of trying to present new
information to people who have many misconceptions and lots of misinformation. That is not their
fault. Someplace along the line they didn’t get tickled with the Blacksmith bug as did we. A loss we
now get a chance to rectify. Lucky us! So first off I have to remember to go slowly, to cast my mind
back to the first time I picked up a hammer, and what klutz [felt like, and how Godawful was that
first hook! I have always found it important to pause between each step, to show the piece as it
develops to everyone. And while doing so to establish a climate that gives everyone the chance to ask
that question they have been dying to ask knowing full well that they are feeling even while asking
“I should already know the answer.” Of course, that feeling while trying to learn any information is a
terrible inhibitor.
-

Once you’ve established the climate of sharing information, learning can begin. Now it is quite
true that some of the questions will be inappropriate, certainly ill-informed, and perhaps frustrating
for you. But that is what the demonstrator is there for
to answer questions in an open and
informative way to encourage more questions so the misinformation goes out the window and a true
appreciation begins to take its place.
--

Quite a challenge to the demonstrator; and you thought that all you had to do was to be
competent with a hammer! Within all the above are the seeds of what is wrong with much teaching
that goes on in our schools today. Have a great time
there is little that is as exciting as
teaching!
.

.

.

Nol Putnam

BUILDING A
TIN ROOF
BY TOM LATANE
Guild Member

our
After two years of working at a temporary forge in being
and
rs
basement , bumping the heating duct with raised hamme ion this
truct
cons
n
bega
I
and
Kitty
,
goosed by the anvil horn
was to get a
summer of an addition to house a new shop . The goal
re work had to
roof u and sheathing on to protect the frame befo
stop for winter
out
With some drawings of 19th century country gothic
ing
r build
buildings as inspiration anda general love of olde
le sketches on
simp
a
few
and
1
mind
my
in
formed an image
styles
and
I pictured a building with a stone foundation , board
paper
a
tin
and
hang
batten siding , narrow windows , generous roof over . We consider
l
roof tooped by a chimney finished in gothic detai re would hold
textu
y
fuzz
the
ed
decid
but
ed a cedar shingle roof
ash tree
too much of the droppings from the overhanging
not yet located
had
we
d
raise
rs
rafte
When we had the
ing for . I want
the style galvanized steel roof panel I was look
seam tin roofs
ed the type that most resembled the old standing
that were crimped by hand , Fig. 1

-5

We described , over and over again , a 2’ wide panel
with ridges for nailing at both edges and one in the center
Those builling suppliers familiar with what we wanted assured
The more modern alternative
us such was no longer manufactured
is a 2’ wide panel with large fat ridges on the edges and center
with numerous smaller ridges in between . These could be had in
baked on colors I never saw on old roofs
The notion was beginning to grow in my mind that we
should try to make a tin roof of the type I wished to imitate
I called my father who had once helped put up a standing seam
tin roof in West Virginia
He remembered only that he and another
man had bent one edge of each sheet of “tin” (galvanized steel)
while others completed the operation on the roof , and that there
was a lot of hard cider passed around
flemembering that Paul Hubler had bought the tin working
tools from an old hardware store that was closing , I gave him a
call
In what turned out to be a very encouraging conversation
he said that he had a pair of hand forged tongs he thought had
been made for bending tin . Paul also knew a man who had made
many tin roofs in Virginia
Paul soon arranged to come see our
project
He brought with him Boyd Bailey who , using Paules
tongs and the anvil block Paul had made to Mr. Bailey’s specifi
cations , showed us how to lay a standing seam tin roof , Fig 2
The proper material for
a “tin” roof is called terne
metal which is steel containing
some copper for malleability and
coated with an alloy ot tin and
Send ir
9
lead . Mr. Bailey assured me
To
that the commonly available
“valley tin” was quite adequate
and was what he had always used
This is galvanized steel that
comes in 50’ rolls in widths of
Il
14” to 36”
Our local hardware store
Iock
ordered for us 6 rolls of 29ga.
valley tin which covered our
Fig.?
roof of 500 square feet for $230.
Differing from the steel roofing panels which overlap
at the edges and are nailed through the ridges , a standing seam
roof is held down by cleats nailed to the roof boards and folded
into the seams between sheets , Fig. 3
While my parents were visiting in late October my mother
cut 250 cleats 1” x 3” of the same metal as the roof . At the end
of each she bent over 1/4” ,Fig. 5.
Fi
3
My father worked with
Kitty and me covering the rafters
with 1” x 4”s spaced 3” apart
This soace provides ventilation
needed to dry condensation which
might eventually cause rust ,and
orovides a handy ladder while the
tin sheets are being applied
.
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Sheets of tin are cut long enough to clear the lower edge
eath , and
of the roof by enough so that drips miss the wood undern
”
1—1/4
on the
and
side
one
1”
on
to extend above the roof crest
other
The primary bending was done on the ground on a plank
bent up on both sides
using the bending tongs . Most sheets were 1—1/4
for the other by
and
side
1”
one
for
setting the tongs for
anvil block
adjusting the stops on the jaws . The 1” side of the
1/4”
of the tall
top
the
while
metal
was then used to back up the
inside the
the
on
the
block
with
er edge was bent outward . Then
0
h5
Fig.
,
atrtut
4
of
wa bent down at an anglo
The sheets at the gable ends of the roof were bent down
roof . The tin
on the 1—1/4 side for fastening to the edge of the
the folded
can be face nailed to a 1” wood strip, which separates should be tar
1/4” drip edge from the facia board . The nail heads
red , Fig. 6
We used the 1/4” fold to clinch the roofing to a metalwe
This way
.
strip screwed to the wood spacer on the facia board
had no nail heads which showed
c(e ct

h,dder screw
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On top of the roof the 1” edge was left standing up
This edge was fastened down with cleats every 18” with a double
cleat at the bottom where wind might catch under the overhang
The folded ends of the cleats were pinched tightly on the edge
The right angle bends where the cleats
of the roofing sheet
We nailed
met the roof boards were made as sharp as possible
Fig. 5
,
nails
wall
all the cleats down with ring shank dry
.

.

1

M
3
(M

Fig. 5

Next a sheet was lifted to the roof and placed so the
edge with the extra bend (the edge originally 1—1/4” tall) fit
While Kitty
over the first sheet’s cleated 1” edge , Fig. 7
held the sheet with the proper amount extending at the roof top
I hammered the top of the seam closed on the edge of the first
After closing 2’ of
sheet using the 1” side of the anvil block
the seam moving the block along as I went I returned to the top
of the seam and hammering over the 3/4” side of the anvil folded
This locked the two
the seam over again in the same direction
shee together trapping the cleat underneath , Fig. 5
.
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Fig. 7
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With the sheet thus held in place I went to the bottom of the seam
while Kitty started nailing cleats at the top of the other edge of
Before crimping the bottom of the seam I made sure it
the sheet
was together all the way down . Some adjusting was frequently
I started working upwards , again making the first fold
needed
for a short distance then the second fold to within a few inches
We passed each other and when I
of where I stopped the first
reached the top I pounded the top 6” of the seam flat in the same
This enabled me to bend the sheet back out
direction as the folds
of the way of sheets that would be laid on the other side of the
roof , Fig. 8
It does
Work progressed across the roof in that manner
then
does
first
and
roof
a
side
of
the
finishes
not matter if one
moves
along
as
he
each
sida
sheet
on
one
puts
the other or if he
Care should be taken to stagger the seams by starting
the roof
Folding the sheets together at the
a half sheet
side
with
one
if the seams lined up
would
be
impossible
roof ridge
.
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The major obstacle to smooth progress was the chimney
Because the chimney was below the ridge of the roof a small ridge
called a cricket had to be built above the chimney to shed water
Places such as this,too awkward to
to ‘both sides of the chimney
To
fold searns,were fastened with “Pop” rivets and soldered
use
to
chimney
avoid having a seam too close to one side of the
chimney
the anvil block we centered a narrow sheet below the
This piece also served to space the seams differently from those
on the other side
The flashing around the chimney is not complete and the
junction of the tin roof with the roof of the other building is
Where the tin roof
so unusual that I will describe neither
.

.
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meets the brick wall of the bank building we bent 6” of the metal
This was anchored to the wall under 1/8”
up to serve as flashing
steel strap with bolt6 and lots of tar . To make these sheets eas
ier to fit we put them up before the rest of the roof had reached
This meant the last sheets to go on the roof were
that point
ones with 1_1/4T’ folded up on both edges
When the roof slopes were both covered with tin I moved
a roof ladder along the ridge bending , with lighter tongs , the
protruding tin (the tin on one side bent back earlier and that on
the other not yet bent) into a vertical position , Fig. 8
Theoretically , the 1—1ft4” side should be bent over the
There were not many
1” side twice like on the rest of the roof
1—1/4”. With the
1”
and
places on our ridge that measured a neat
I persuaded
mallet
the
and
anvil
the
,
regular blacksmith tongs
straight
the
lacked
that
fold
double
a
most of the ridge into
always be
seam
will
ridge
The
seams
eveness of the rest of the
The
seams from
.
perfect
least
the most difficult and therefore te
Anyway
.
bending
resist
will
thick
both sides being five layers
I hope
where
is
which
,
the
ground
from
8how
the uneveness doesn’t
roof
our
admire
I
to be standing whenever
We now have the kind of roof I really wanted in the first
place and one more skill considered obsolete by most of modern
society
Thomas Latan
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APPLICATION
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